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A series of experiments designed to illuminate collision phe- 
nomena in low-velocity planetesimal swarms has been continued at 
the Ames Vertical Gun Facility. Impact velocities have ranged 
from about 6 to 156 m/s. Target materials included basalt, arti- 
ficial conglomerate "planetesimals" constructed of gravel glued 
together, and basalt powders with lunar-regolith-like properties, 
in vacuum. Early results (1) showed that rebound and fragmenta- 
tion properties of early planetesimals would lead to growth of the 
largest planetesimal(s) in any swarm simply by gravitational cap- 
ture of rebounding unfractured projectiles, or ejected fragmen- 
tary debris, if approach velocities found by dynamicists (2) pre- 
vail. Those results were utilized in numerical simulations of 
planet growth using dynamical models of planetesimal interactions 
(3). The experiment series has continued and several more recent 
results are of interest. 

Energy equi-partition between colliding bodies. The earlier 
experiments studied basalt projectile hitting semi-infinite rock 
targets. The current experiments include finite targets. In all 
cases, basalt projectiles begin to fragment during collisions with 
larger targets at about 20 to 40 m/s. When a small basalt projec- 
tile hits a larger, freely suspended basalt target, the smaller 
one sustains more damage. How is energy divided between the two? 
This problem was studied by examining projectile and target frag- 
ments separately and following the type of analysis used earlier, 
shown in Figure 1. The mass of the largest fragment, relative to 
initial mass (vertical axis) was used as an indicator of the ex- 
tent of fragmentation and plotted against energy density (ergs/g). 
It was found that consistent results for both projectile and 

Figure 1. Decrease 
in size of largest 
fragment as energy 
density increases 
in collisions of 
basalt projectiles 
with finite and 
semi-finite 
basalt targets. 
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were obtained in this diagram by assuming that + the available 
kinetic energy goes into each of the two colliding bodies, regard- 
less of mass ratio or velocity. Energy densities delivered to 
each body, calculated by this result, when plotted asainst larsest 
fragment- size, define similar curves. for both pro jecfiles (smailer 
mass) and target (larger mass). 

Impact strength. We (3) earlier defined "catastrophic frag- 
mentation" as an event in which the largest fragment has half the 
initial mass, and "impact strength" as the corresponding energy 
density (delivered energy/mass of fragmentation body). Figure 1 
includes more data than previously published and gives a value 
for impact strength of basalt of about 3 x lo6 ergs/g, using the 
results of energy equi-partition, as described above. 
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Fragment mass distributions. Fragments were collected and 
mass distributions were determined. An interesting example was 
fragmentation of an artificially aggrevated body with input mass 
distribution shown in the top of Figure 2. This was the mass dis- 
tribution of the gravel. The individual stones were much stronger 
than the aggregate body, whose strength was determined by the glue 
bonds. After breakup of a 2.8-kg aggregate by a 166-9 solid 
basalt projectile, the fragment mass distribution was as shown in 
the bottom of Figure 2. Note that the energy went primarily into 
breaking the weaker bonds and not into pulverizing the strong in- 
dividual constituent particles, thus preserving the peak in the 
fragment mass distribution at about 0.29, matching the peak in the 
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input size distribution. Nonetheless, the fragment size distri- 
bustion matched that found for fragments of homogeneous rock sam- 
ples. Namely, this was a power law N where N = cumu- 
lative number of fragments larger than mass m (or alternatively 
the number of fragments in log mass increments, as plotted in 
Figure 2). Reference (4) reports exponents in such power laws 
ranging from about -0.6 for. homogeneous rock fragrnentated with 
low energy densities (near impact strength) to -1.2 for bodies 
fragmented with excess energy density (well above impact 
strength), or multiply fragmented by grinding. The aggregate 
targets appear to break in accord with those results, and in gen- 
eral the current results on fragmentation appear consistent with 
those earlier results. This indicates that we can model fragmen- 
tation for bodies ranging from loosely aggregated primitive plan- 
etesimals to solid meteoritic rocks. 

Impacts into powder: ejecta velocities. Impacts into reg- 
olith-like rock powders in vacuum have been carried out and 
filmed, and ejecta collected in concentric rings around the cra- 
ter. The data should permit determination of velocity distribu- 
tions among ejecta in such impacts. Results are still being 
reduced. 

Further experiments in this series are planned in the 
velocity range 100-1000 m/s. 
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